E‐learning for GIS
Expert knowledge, flexible training

GIS247 is the e‐learning service provided by Sological Solutions. We provide training in
leading GIS software products including ArcGIS, ArcGIS Pro, MapInfo Pro and QGIS. We also
provide bespoke e‐learning for custom applications and requirement.
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Training Content

expert
knowledge

Our course are developed in‐house by our team of highly
experience GIS professionals. The contents of each course is
carefully crafted to provide a rounded, comprehensive
approach to understanding the software and ensuring that it
can be used effectively in a variety of application areas.
Each course is targeted at a particular standard of user (from
Beginner to Advanced) giving the opportunity for users to
follow an entire programme of training to build their expertise
and hands‐on skills.

ArcGIS * ArcGIS Pro * MapInfo Pro * QGIS * Bespoke
Beginner * Intermediate * Mastering * Advanced * Part I * Part II * Specialist
Learning Management System

supporting
you & your
users

With a GIS247 e‐learning licence you have access to all courses
for your chosen GIS software (or software combination).
You can manage who gets access to the training from your
organisation by being able to set up and manage your own user
accounts. Each account is supported by our Learning
Management System (LMS) which keeps track of individual user
progress.

Technical support is included in
our service. This means that if
any user has any questions or
would like help setting things
up, we are available to assist.
This can be by phone or
email. We’re also happy to
advise on individual course
requirements and specific
topics.
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Course Details
•

Comprehensive
training at a
significant cost
saving

•

A resource that you
can access at any
time

•

Training that can be
repeated as often
as needed to
consolidate learning

•

Download data and
complete exercises
as many times as
you wish

•

Flexibility to train on
different software
versions

•

Opportunity for
follow on training (to
further up-skill) at
no extra cost

•

Train at own pace
to ensure learning
is positive and
enjoyable

•

Courses are more
detailed and
thorough as there
no time constraint

•

Constant source of
on-line support

Courses are comprised of instructional videos and hands‐on
exercises. Each presentation shows the software in action,
together with graphics and annotation. The instructors voice
over is supplemented with closed captions (CC). Closed
Captions are incredibly useful to help new users become
familiar with technical terms and also where English is not the
first language.
Presentations can be paused, rewound and fast
forwarded. Users tend to re‐watch the video’s multiple times,
which is great to consolidate.
Each course is accompanied with a set of data which each user
can download and install on their computer
Each course has multiple
exercises which can be
downloaded and printed.
Subsequently each
exercise can be
completed at the users
own pace, without the
pressure of a class
environment.
Each exercise provides clear step by step instructions for
different tasks, supplemented with screen shots and images.
Users tend to repeat exercises multiple times to consolidate
their learning and hands on skills.
Guidance is provided at GIS247 about course timings – exercise
estimates and video duration, so that users can plan their
learning.
We tend to advise that little and often is best. This
gives time for things to ‘sink in’ and also gives the
flexibility for learning to fit into other work
requirements.
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Accreditation

quality
training
content

All our course are accredited by the Association for Geographic
Information (AGI), GIS Certification Institute (GISCI) and the
Royal Geographical Society (RGS). This certification provides
CPD points toward their professional status awards.

Training Assessment

measured
success
&
achievement

In order to measure the success of our e‐learning we offer an
on‐line assessment with awarded certificate. Once each course
has been completed a user can complete the assessment. This
requires the answers from the course exercises to be
submitted.
A score of > 70% achieves a pass.
Each pass is awarded a certificate as proof of newly developed
skills and knowledge. This marked assessment approach
provides value to the achievement of each individual and has
proven to be an extremely popular part of our service.
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Licence Information

flexibility
&
value

Access to our training is via a licence.
3 types are available for any software combination.
Each licence provides 12 months of unlimited access to the
entire range of training courses for your chosen software or
software combination.
Just choose the licence that caters for the number of user that
require training. Whether it is for 1 person, a small group or an
entire organisation, we have the solution.

Set User
A flexible solution for individuals and groups of up to 9 user. Just
specific the number of set accounts you would like training access
for.

Ultimate
For organisations with ≥ 10 user who require training. This licence
gives total flexibility with a totally unlimited number of accounts for
users from your organisation – giving the opportunity to train as
many as you wish.
An Ultimate Global licence is also available to accommodate global
organisations who wish for unlimited user accounts and flexibility
worldwide.

Charity/Academic
A great value solution for academic institutions and charities which
allows up to 60 user accounts.

Courses and More
A GIS247 licence also gives access to a searchable technical library.
Users can search the technical modules to find instructional videos on how to perform
specific functions. A series of educational modules (GIS Essentials) is also available which is
particularly useful for new GIS users.

Face to Face & Bespoke Training
Any of our course can be delivered face to face, in a classroom environment at your office.
We also develop bespoke training for specific applications, including conversion to e‐
learning format and hosting at GIS247.
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helping you to learn without limits

Contact Details
Sological Solutions Ltd (GIS247)
15 Whitehall Court Upper Saxondale Radcliffe‐on‐Trent
Nottinghamshire NG12 2NJ UK

Email: info@gis247.com
Tel: +44 (0)115 9336633
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